Comparative form . – (1.1)
a.- Put the comparative form like in the example:
intelligent more intelligent
fat
important
short
strong
big
nice
pretty
long
tall
good
small
polite

b.- Look at the Menu. Then complete the comparisons. Use –er, more, less, and
than in your comparisons.
The Golden Palace
Take out menú


Broccoli with Garlic Sauce ……………………………..$ 6.25



Beef with Broccoli………………………………………….$ 7.75



Beef with Dried Red Pepper…………………………….$7.75



Chicken with Broccoli………………………………………$7.25



Chicken with orange Sauce……………………………….$ 7.25



Sweet and Sour Shrimp…………………………………….$8.25



Pork with Scallions…………………………………………..$6.25



Steamed Mixed Vegetables………………………………..$5.50



Steamed Scallops with Broccoli…………………………...$7.75

1.- The sweet and sour shrimp is _______________________the steamed scallops with
broccoli.
(expensive)
2.-The beef with dried red pepper is____________________ the beef with broccoli.
(Hot)
3.- The sweet and sour shrimp is ___________________the pork with scallions.
(expensive)

4.- The chicken with orange sauce is ______________the steamed scallops with broccoli.
(Spicy)
5.- The steamed mixed vegetables are___________________ the pork with scallions.
(salty)
6.- The chicken with broccoli is _________________ the chicken with orange sauce.
( mild)
7.- The steamed mixed vegetables are ____________ the beef with dried red pepper.
(healthy)
8.- The broccoli with garlic sauce is _________________chicken with broccoli.
(cheap)
9.- The pork with scallios is _________________the steamed mixed vegetables.
(oily)
10.- The scallop dish is __________________the shrimp dish.
(sweet)

c.- Complete with the comparative.My house is (+big)
bigger than
hers.
My brother is (tall) _________ you.
I’m ( old ) _____________you.
This cake is ( bad)____________that one.
My house is (expensive) __________ yours.
Paul is (intelligent) ____________his friends.

Linkers( unit 1.2)
Rewrite the next sentences using appropriate linkers.
She is sociable. She can be rude.

She is sociable. She is funny.

He is patience. He can be lazy.

He is hardworking. He is creative.
He is greedy. He can be polite at times.

She is honest. She is outgoing.

She is intelligent. She is creative
______________________________________________________________________
He is rude. He is noisy.

TOO/ ENOUGH ( 1.3)
Complete the next sentences with too or enough

1.

I left the coffee for a minute to cool because it was
__________hot to drink.

2. He wasn't strong ____________ to lift that heavy box.
3. There aren't_____________ policemen in our town.
4. Do you have_______________information to help me with this problem?
5. It is __________difficult to do for a little child.
6. I do not have__________ much time to prepare dinner.
7. I didn't buy the car because it was__________ expensive.
8. He didn't work hard__________ to pass the exam.
9. My mum can't sleep because she drinks __________ much coffee.
10. She isn't old __________to start driving.

More exercises:
Peter is _______to become a police officer. He is only 1.65 cm.(short)
I’d like to buy a new car and a good house, but I’m just now _____ to do it.(rich)
My school is _______ from my house to go on foot. So I cycle to school everymorning.(far)
Kelly is________ to drive a car. She is only 14.(young)
That skirt you are wearing is ________for you. You need a bigger size.(tight)

More practice.1.-I can't work today. It's________hot.
2. I'd like to buy those shoes, but they are ________ expensive.

3. We need another ladder. This one isn't long _________.
4. I can't do this exercise because it's __________difficult.
5. Nobody bought my bike because it's ________ old.
6. We had to change rooms because our room wasn't big ________.
7. John didn't win the race because his car wasn't fast __________.
8. Don't play near the railway line. It's __________dangerous.

SUPERLATIVE.- (1.6)
Complete the chart
Adjectives

slow
short
tall
small
young
big
bad

Superlative
The slowest

Adjectives
strange
ugly
amazing
boring
exciting
popular
good

Complete the sentences using the superlative
1.- Is it the _______ shop in town.(large)
2.- Monday is the _______day of the week.(bad)
3.-Ben was the______ person in his family.(noisy)
4.-Sam is in the _______class. (popular)
5.-Which is the _________subject at school?(difficult)
6.-Jim is the _______ player football team. (good)
7.-Elephants are the __________animals. (heavy)
8.-Let’s pick the__________apple of three. (big)
9.-Mary is the ____________ girl in the class. (thin)

superlatives

10.-That is the _________ sofa in our house.(comfortable)

Complete the sentences using the superlative form
Cold

dry high hot sunny wet

1.- At 8,850 metres, Mount Everest is _____________ mountain in the world.
2.- With 1 cm Of rain a year, and no rain at all in some years, the Atacama Desert in Chile is
____________ place in the world.
3.- With 4,055 hours of sun a uear, Yuma in Arizona in the USA is ___________plave in the
world.
4.-With 1,270 cm of rain a year, Mawsynram in north-east India is___________place in the
world.
5.- At a temperature of -89 C, Antarctica is __________continent in the world.

Comparative and superlative forms.-(1.7)
1.- Canada is _________(big) than France.
2.- The Amazon is _________(wide) than the Nile.
3.-Chile has a ________(population) than China.
4.- He is the _______(good) at maths.
5.-This exam is _________(easy).
6.-You are _______(low) than your brother.
7.- The film is _______(expensive) than others.
8.-The school is _________(far) than the bank.
9.- She is _______(excited) of these girls.

More Practice
1.- Greenland is the_____( large) island in the world.
2.-Travelling by plane is ________(fast) than travelling by train.
3.-Jamaica is_______ sunny than Norway.
4.-Santa Cruz is the second_________(large) island in the Galapagos.
5.-Yesterday was a cold day. Today is __________than yesterday. Tomorrow will be the
________day yet.
6.- My friend has a pretty purse bui I have a _________one.
7.- Today is sunshine _________beautiful than yesterday.

Which of these sentences is incorrect?
Mary in shorter than Jane.
The moon is more closer to the earth than the sun.
I have the best score on the exam.

Comparisson (1.8)

Kate isn't as heavy as Mike.

Pete isn't _________Mike.
Pete isn’t_________Mike.
Mikeisn’t ____________Kate.
Kate isn’t __________Pete.
Pete isn’t ___________Trig.

Complete each sentence
1.

John is (tall) __________ Glen.

2. Janet is (beautiful) ___________Jeniffer.
3. You are (crazy) ______________ my sister.
4. We can run (fast) ___________ __they can.
5. My mom is (not / strict)_____________ your mum.
6. Your mobile phone is (not / trendy) ______________ mine.
7. Matrix II was (not / interesting)____________________ Matrix I.
8. This yoghurt (not / taste / good)_________________ the one I bought yesterday.
9. I can do (many / press-ups)____________________ you.
10. I (not / earn / much / money______________you do.

Complete each sentence with either:

as - more - than
1. My telephone isn't as modern______your one.
2. This watch looks nice but it's more expensive _______the other.
3. Your car is the same make______mine.
4. That film wasn't_____good as the last one we saw together.
5. I didn't know you were the same age______me. When is your birthday?
6. This is a nice house but your house is_______ beautiful.
7. We have less time______you think! Come on - let's go.
8. What a great beach - the other beach was______crowded too.

9. You are not______intelligent as your boss.
10. You must be very hungry. You took______food than me.

Order of adjectives.- (1.10)Rewrite the sentences using the
adjectives. Be sure to write them in the correct order.
1. Aunt Betty wants a coffee table. (stone, square, gray)
2. The king took a trip. (2-week, exhausting)
3. These are cookies! (chocolate chip, delicious, huge)
4. Alice prefers furniture. (leather, Italian, black)
5. Archeologists get very excited when they find bones. (animal, large, prehistoric)

Put the words in the correct order:
trousers-horrible-green
bed a new comfortable
silly woman a young
a nice dinner big
boy clever a little
a sky beautiful blue
a nasty old man
cotton blue cocks
room circular large a
blue a plastic rain coat
wonderful bamboo a cold table
famous singer a young Egyptian

Food- delicious-chinese

